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Lantac dragon muzzle brake review

Review of: DGN762B Dragon Muzzle BrakeLantac: GuysVersion's: 308/7.62Price:160Rating:Ever want to make you .308 freeze feels like shooting .223?  Sounds like magic, right?  Well, you also can be a Wizard, Young Harry!  All it takes is a magical wall. You don't have one of those people, you say?  Get yourself a Lantac USA Dragon Muzzle Brake so it
will make a fine up for your flurry! When we originally received the Lantac Dragon 5.56/.223 muzzle brake, we thought we found the greatest brake ever born - but it left us .308 flurry from the showers.  Then the Grand Wizard over in Lantac USA - send us some .308 Dragons to test out.  Could their magic work a second time?  We decided to put them to the
tests by just about a semiutomatic north physicist.. No.. No.. Ryan TGG is madrman in love with his Tactical Surgery Echo 51 (I think he sleeps with him in his bed every night – I'm not judged, though.  Well maybe a little).  So we wanted to know if the Dragon was worth installing on Bolt action as well. SPECIFICATION: 7.62mm / .308Material : Hardened
Milspec SteelFinish : NitrideDimansions : L: 2.66, DIA Body: 0.866 Fina: 0.900 Weight: 2 8ozThread: 5/8-24 UNEF R/HSerial Count for Control Control Type ControlMade in the USAIf you have not read our previous review of 5.56/.223 versions of Lantac USA Dragon, I'm going to break it down for you: The dragon has 4 holes on top of the stomach gas out in
order to counter the muzzle increase, it had skin on the side of extra gas stomach from the side to reduce recovery.  Nothing special sounds there, right?  But the team over at Lantac got their timings down perfectly to make it the most efficient brake we tested to date. When we first tested out the Dragon .308 on an AR-10 flurry, we let an alien help test him
after he was watching us shoot (or felt drafted, instead, since he received some of the competitiveness off the side).  She finished a magazine I already packed and didn't realize she had shot a .308 until she had to reload.  Seriously, he thought he shot 5.56am!  While we didn't test the infamous 1 lead shooter like we did with the 5.56 version on my AR-15,
only because my AR10 is 12lb fully loaded, this muzzle brake reduced enough for it to be done (gotta hit the gym a bit more!). On the AR-10, the brake allows us to chain mags and still hold all round on steel in the 200m (the longest range we have access to our club right now).  With a bipod, no jumping.  Offhand has so little movement that you can keep
your eyes on your target without fumbling for a new eye picture.  Each automatic semi .308 should have the Lantac Dragon Brake installed. But what about a Bolt action? We installed the Lantac Dragon Brake on a Tactical Operation Echo 51 (TacOps) – Ryan's personal flurry.  Heavy Duty Tactical 1/4 MOA Precision custom made for long range at least
work.  Now, without a muzzle brake on it the border has greatly managed to recile due to the weight and build of the freeze.  There was always a bit of a jump when on a bipod, but not too bad, with time getting cruise back on target was reasonable.   The one that we ran into was to get a 9/16 x 24 thread adapter to fit the Lantac Dragon Brake on the flurry as
TacOps Echo 51 threads are not the same.  We had to wait a week to get the adapter, then another week to get everything into the series.  It was a huge pain of the keis but was it worth it? Oh hell yes it was! We weren't sure if it would make much of a difference, but when I saw the grin slowly appearing on Ryan's face after his first shot, I knew we had a
winner.  Very small requisite, no jumping and we were able to get back on target funny fast.  wow.  His rifle is now the beautiful shooter I've ever gotten to play with. Now should everyone run out and get a Lantac Dragon for their flurry?  That depends. Do you want a zeal for your flurry?  And then none.  It's not compatible with any supreme we know of. Do
you need to worry about those standing around you getting nails by the increased competition, which is very noticeable?  And then none.  The side competition is very intense – you'll absolutely piss off your fellow students if you are on a fire line in a class, for example.  Seriously, it's really intense in places. Are you doing night ops where a small flash flash
flash flash flash flash flash flash flash flash is not acceptable? And then none.  The flash isn't bad, but there's a bit of a rise in the rise of others?  Stop reading and go one now. Overall: Muzzle Lift Reduction: ★★★★★Recoil Mutigation: ★★★★★Muzle Flash: ★★★★★Cost: ★★★★★ [youtube thing is like a magic landline for you.308. Eliminating muzzle
increases, greatly reducing reccular and helps keep you on target. It does exactly what a muzzle brake is supposed to do, but it's incredibly fine. These brakes will remain on our physical. Become a witch with magic work on you .308 – get this brake!160editor Dragon's rating – why you need a selWhen I first heard of the Lantac Dragon, it was via a friend
giving me a link to a video of it in action – showing an auto dump in slow movement (Note: The video is at the end of the review). The barrel did not move.  No puzzle raised.  Any.  Zilch's.  Nada.I was like ??? no way. That's ridiculous.  Then my angel told me the price – $125. I was like What??? no way. That's ridiculous. Despite the high price tag, I decided I
had to grab one and give it a shot, figuring I could sell it once I found out it didn't work as well as expect, or if it just wasn't worth the money. That was 6 months ago – and I still used it. Why. First impressThe Dragon compensator comes with a brush break, with some froglube and simple wrapping and instructions. In a nutshell, remove your old muzzle device,
put on the new wash break and put on the Dragon, make sure to align it well with the top holes at the 12 o'timer position. Simple enough. The next step was to shoot the thing. I came from my local range club and my friend and sat down at the bench in my zero sights – my freeze at the time had a scope, a micro red dot and BUIS (the micro was a non QD 45
degree mount, and it is usually just for when the scope is mounted). That is a lot of the zero sights, so I've brought a lot of ammo. Good things too, as you'll see. When I first pulled the trigger, I jumped. I'm going to admit it. I was hoping a little change in the sound of the round shoot but the LaTac Dragon made it a lot different sound. Deeper a bit, deeper a bit
– not a big difference but enough that the round didn't sound like a typical 5.56% will cut. It doesn't make it sound like a .308, but it doesn't sound like an AR exactly any more. I noticed some people watching over and brow raised, curious like what I shot.12 round later and I was zero to make them. I stood on the bench and swapped the magazines. I look over
my friends and grinned before you start making an upset. There were 0 muzzle swings and the recile was right back. It feels a little odd at first when shooting it for the first time, but the end effect is that my barrel wasn't up and all my rounds were tighter than I've ever made a mag pile, by far. When the last round was awide, all I could hear was magical laughs
from my friend around me. Dude! Ghost Shit, man! Dude! Ghost Shit, man! Dude, man! That was amazing! That's all it kept saying. He wanted to try zero the red point for me, so I passed him the flurry. I noticed the entire line of fire was watching us with interest. In the middle of zero the red micro point (which is annoying being at a 45 degree angle), I got a
tap on my shoulder. Hey, uh. Is it a compensator? asked an older meek who sat a line about them and listened to our conversations. I explain about the Lantac dragon and while doing so, a couple of others have walked us off. Then some more. In the end, 6 people asked to try the rifle – carry on their own ammo if they had it or offered to give me cash for
some round to try it out. Wow says it's allYeah, the effect is amazing. No one could believe that there was absolutely no muzzle raising at all, no question how fast people were fired. How was that possible? Great design. The holes in the top contractor mounted to muzzle by forcing the barrel down to the same rate of the increase, to counter the movement.
The skin on the side seems to cause a bit of extra flash, but within the range it's not really noticeable. It was bit most of their side as well, but not enough to both of our fellow snipers, so it's negligible. Flash the extra and the boom far less than the other brakes I played with. The ability to toss round on target without the rising muzzle means all your round will
be hit perfectly on target. It's crazy. I've played with a lot of compensator over the years but wow. Just wow. I'm not going to put any other but a Lantac dragon on my thread. Can't wait for the .308 version! The Breakdown: Muzzle Control: ★★★★★ Flash / Bang: ★★★★★ Price: ★★★★★★ Fit and Finish: ★★★★★[youtube h We liked this very brake we
contacted Lantac and now offer it in our online store! Buy Ammo Before it goes again the Lantac Dragon Brake is one of the best muzzle brakes you'll ever buy. He absolutely broke any likeness in the reccular on an AR-15 with an AK-47. The Lantac Dragon is on the top of the best AR-15 Muzzle Brake roster. The Lantac dragon is the head of its class in
terms of muzzle brake. Many Lantac Dragon reviews it at the very top and I can understand why. In terms of price, depending on the version you purchase (.308 or 5.56), you will pay $140 or $160. Lantac USA Lantac USA is a large AR-15 and M16 accessories manufacturer. They produce very reliable and high-quality products and are commonly known as
one of the top companies for a muzzle brake or hidden flash. Lantac Dragon Muzzle Brake |  .308 or 5.56/.223 Can be the Lantac Dragon can be thread for either 5.56 (1/2×28 thread pitch) or .308 (5/8-24 UNEF R/H) ammom models. Obviously, the 5.56 will support .223 ammo. Whether this is confusing, or you're new to AR-15s, check out my 5.56 vs.223
ammo guide. Clearly, it's important to buy the muzzle brake right for specific weapons you intend to use it on .lantac Dragon Muzzle Brake Review | Hard and Fast Facts Finish is Manganese Phosphate The type of steel is 4140 Chrome Moly, or hardened thousand steel size and dimensions: L: 2,570, DIA Body: 0.866 (5.56 version) and L: 2,660, DIA Body:
0.866, DIA Fins: 0.900 (.308 version) The weight is 2.8oz on .308 and 3.2oz on 5.56 both versions come with the crush washer both versions are California legal. Always do your research prior to making any purchases of AR-15 accessories in your state) The Lantac Dragon uses the cutting-edge Energy Pulse system to divert muzzle energy out of the barrel
allowing without the riffle to rise, or, experience what is more knownly popular as kick or recoil. The system does so by absorbing and expectations, and efficiency, the fuel energy that creates recovery. This allows you to fire the following shot with a faster shot If you use a red dot like the Sig Sauer Rom 5 red dot, you'll easily be able to follow up your shots
and hardly any loss acquisition target. The dragon brake lantac dragon is so capable, it can handle a fully automated weaponry company. The Lantac Dragon description involves that it also tries to handle flash. Maybe he does. But in the end, you can expect your rifles to be stronger, stronger and offer much more fire barrels. Muzzle brake decreases
reccular, but in doing so, they increase barrel sound and flash. Good ones, like the Dragon Brake Lantac Dragon, do so even more robust. This is not a like, this is actually an indicator of quality, but for some folks who don't fully understand the differences in hidden flash and muzzle brake (I linked my guide), you might feel a bit of shock the first time you fire
your physical. When you fire a riff equipped with a Lantac Dragon brake, you can expect the riffs to kick back into your shoulders. This is normal. However, the barrel will not rise. If you use it on an AR-15, it won't raise any amount. A barrel rising is actually what prevents target acquisition over the course of multiple round. In other words, the Lantac Dragon
will do its work. The amount of recile back to your shoulder will be reduced to what it was before. The Lantac dragon will also upgrade the look of your weapon. I know, we'd be more concerned with performances, but fortunately, with the Dragon, we get both a superbly functioning brake muzzle and an update to our gun decoration. If you're using a stock
flash hider, the upgrade of the Lantac Dragon will add lengths and an aggressive dimension to the end of your barrel. Lantac Dragon muzzle brake .308 ($160) Lantac Dragon muzzle brake 5.56 ($140) If you're looking for a more budget experience, but are still a very muzzle brake, check our strike industry King Compview. It is a great and you'll save almost
$100 (at least, depending on where you buy it). I use it.the PrepForThat Editor and lead writer for politics, survival, and time categories. Please visit the CDC website for the most up-to-date COVID-19 information. *As an Amazon Associate I earn from qualified purchases like us on Facebook – Related comment comments comments
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